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Abstract— Future software systems will be more automated and
far more dependent on safety-critical computers than the present
day software systems even though our current systems are highly
advanced [5] [36].
The software systems will be highly complex, integrated, large,
and distributed which makes them complicated for most of the
humans to grasp and manage. Furthermore they are device
agnostic which makes them highly prone to integration issues [5].
There are literally millions of different variables and
conditions that could go wrong since their functions are
orchestrated between various software independent and managed
systems. They are safety-critical or they somehow work on safetycritical systems, which means that in order to meet the
stakeholder requirements, they might need the same or similar
type of validation procedure. Even a simple iPhone app can be a
safety-critical software depending on different factors [5] [36].
A safety critical system is a software that is considered safetycritical if it controls or monitors hazardous or safety-critical
hardware or software and the characteristics of safety-critical
systems are the following where the system controls hazardous or
safety-critical hardware or software, monitors safety-critical
hardware or software as part of a hazard control, provides
information upon which a safety-related decision is made,
performs analysis that impacts automatic or manual hazardous
operations, verifies hardware or software hazard controls, can
prevent safety-critical hardware or software from functioning
properly.
Examples of safety-critical systems are well-known
unfortunately, only when failures happen. Known examples are
to be found on various fields for example in the medical devices,
rockets, business applications, airplanes, and automobiles where
a faulty or buggy software caused a hazardous event where the
safety of people were in danger or there was a loss of life [36] [11]
[10].
The reasons for system failures differ from case to case but the
hazards were usually the result of a bad software design to
handle the faults or system errors not to mention that the
software itself was the source of the fault and hazardous event
because of a buggy feature in the calculations.
The date of submission was 20.11.2015. The research paper was written with
no sponsors. The work was partially supported by Lappeenranta University of
Technology with free access and usage of books, articles, research papers
among other various sources of information.

This paper cannot go through, every field of engineering to
trawl and find the most proper paradigm in designing a safetycritical system since to design a proper architecture for a system
is even a real challenge to many large organization and
companies let alone for a particular individual so the focus is on
finding the proper approach in designing a safety-critical system
in the field of medical science for an insulin pump in theoretical
level.
Index Terms— paradigm, methodology, safety-critical system,
Object-Oriented, formal methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HIS paper seeks to find a compatible and efficient approach
in designing a medical device where the case study is an
Insulin Pump which is a safety-critical system. Note that
the author of this paper did not write ‘the best approach’ since
there are numerous paradigms, methodologies, tools, and
techniques in designing and implementing the system
architectures in the different fields of engineering and every
approach has its benefits without forgetting the fact that the
companies that design and sell successful and unsuccessful
devices or device prototypes, usually do not publish the correct
procedures and design methods to the public since it could
damage the company reputation if some process phase was
erroneous.
Whatever the reasons were in the failures and successes,
most of the safety-critical methodologies used today were
originally developed for more hardware and electro-mechanical
oriented systems whereas our devices are becoming more
software oriented since it allows more complexity in the system
being developed [4] [36].
Medical devices for example, rely more on the software than
the hardware these days since they execute complicated
calculations and procedures impossible for a manual human
execution. They are devices that we expect to heal and help us
in the times of urgency related to our health and we expect them
to work for our benefit. A medical device should never harm
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and injure a human being and yet we have heard cases where
they have done so either through a buggy functionality or
missing fault controls thus making them safety-critical systems.
The sources of safety hazards range from radiology devices
to heart implants and causes for most of the faults are related to
a certain and specific functionality of the whole device where a
formal validations and verifications might have been
implemented on a very shallow level, invalid way, or not at all.
Another usual reasons for these failures stem from the
information flow and interaction design between different
systems components [33].
In the near future when the medical devices are more than
firmware and hardware where the device is heavily software
oriented; we have to take safety of the device even more in
consideration since they could be integrated to various other
systems for example real-time updatable databases, other
devices, and so on. They should be free from unacceptable risks
and avoid physical injury and damage to health of people by all
means [5] [36].
To be able to ensure the safety of future medical devices,
there is a need to incorporate various methods to trawl through
the system functionalities from top to bottom. The methods
include government standards (FDA1), guidelines (IEC2/ISO3),
software specification requirements, proper architecture design
and implementation tools, life cycle and development
methodologies (Agile methods). For example an infusion pump
for insulin pump is considered as a safety-critical softwareintensive medical device (SMD), on which FDA has specified
recommended regulatory requirements that demonstrates that
the device is safe and effective although it does not take a stance
on what particular software development methodology should
be used [28] [25] [33] [40].
This paper will mainly focus on finding the proper software
design and validation paradigm and tools. Furthermore the
paper will go through briefly, one of the mostly used software
development methodologies like SCRUM, its structure, and
what benefits it might bring in the development phase itself or
if it should be used at all with other similar agile methodologies.
To know what paradigms and tools to use, I will have to find,
inspect, analyze, compare and combine the SCS characteristics
like how large and integrated the system is, what types of
functionalities it has and what kinds of measurements the
system will have on the safety, reliability, availability,
maintainability, integrity, and confidentiality attributes and
what metrics to use in the first place. What kind of failures,
faults, and errors might arise and what might be the causes,
situations, and the expected outcomes. What about the
unknown situations?
I can only design and validate the known issues but I cannot
do a formal validation on the unexpected behavior that was not
taken into consideration. There is only a limited amount of
different ways to make a software and hardware (SCS) fault
tolerant and it to be able to remove the fault and maybe even
forecast the faults to prevent safety hazards. Even expected
faults might not have beneficial fail-stop behavior let alone the

FDA – Food and Drug Administration
IEC - International Electrotechnical Commission, that publishes standards
and conformity assessment systems to perform, fit and work safely together.
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unexpected ones to ensure the safety of living beings or
property or at least minimize the damage.

II. COMPONENT BASED DEVELOPMENT
The first modelling and design approach topic that I will go
through is component based modeling (CBD).
CBD is an approach where we design a system from prebuilt
software components or we design our system to have reusable
components that can be used in other parts of the system or in
another project [19] [59].
Every component is composed of functionalities related to
each other instead of designing one large software system.
The benefits of CBD usage are the same as in object-oriented
approach i.e. reusability, reduced production costs, shorter
development time, better quality control among other [59].
CBD complements object-oriented design (which I will
cover in the next chapter), since our modern systems are too
large and complicated to just create the architecture as one big
set of objects since some objects should have one set of
functionality than the others and being able to design the
systems as different system component parts will help to
maintain the software and move the different component parts
or integrate more components if needed. This is widely known
as n-tier structure. (MVC for example) [20] [34] [35] [39].
According to Bose, the component-based software engineering
(CBSE) the following [20]:
“A branch of software engineering which emphasizes the
separation of concerns in respect of the wide-ranging
functionality available throughout a given software system.
This practice aims to bring about an equally wide-ranging
degree of benefits in both the short-term and the long-term for
the software itself and for organizations that sponsor such
software… It is a nontrivial, nearly independent, and
replaceable part of a system that fulfills a clear function in the
context of a well-defined architecture.”
If the system is built by using CBD approach, then the
components should in theory be available without any
restriction in other programming languages and hardware’s
through integration i.e. one unit of component should be easily
reusable in other software system by using interfaces [20].
The benefit again is that once the component has been
designed and implemented; the safety validation made for the
component objects should be still valid, even though FM type
of validation and testing should always be present whenever
there is any kind of changes made to the design and structure of
an architecture. Below I have tried to showcase different system
components with their own sets of classes:
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Figure 1: System components

The usage of components is not always necessary but since our
case study is a safety-critical system and the device is an Insulin
Pump that contains hardware, software, firmware, and
removable parts; it is critical to have the CBD since components
are on some cases hardware dependent and some functionalities
can be duplicated for future device models.
The benefits that I am seeking are not in the traditional sense
the following where only abstraction, data and information
hiding, and functional independence are usually sought after. I
believe that CBD will help in developing any kind safetycritical system by segmenting and dividing the system and
hardware functionalities into their own set of components
where the separation of logic will help in maintaining the
hardware, objects, and functionalities.
I will have to emphasize that CBD has its own set of
processes and guidelines for designing the components but they
will be out of scope of this research paper.
III. OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN
There is a lot to be said about using object-oriented approach
to developing safety-critical systems. There is more than
enough quantitative and qualitative data available for
analyzation and reference both for the good and bad and the
arguments for both of them are based on solid statistics and
grounds [4] [1].
The only problem is that there is still no clear ground on the
reasons for either argument since the usage of OO approach for
developing safety-critical systems has been more or less on
using OO approach as a standalone paradigm combined with
few tools from other methodologies. Rarely do we see software
designs to use object-oriented approach alone, independent on
the type of system that is being developed. For example by just
using OO in the design, there might be safety issues since
classes and the description of their attributes, functionalities and
other relationships do not really explain on how the system
should or is supposed to work even if there is a heavy software
requirement documentation available with a more detailed
criteria points. Furthermore, the de-facto tool used to model OO
called UML will hide some functionality since there is a
limitation on how much you can simulate the real-world by
using the OO concepts.
In this paper, I will try to search of the beneficial aspects in
merging the missing characteristics of OO with Formal
Methods to overcome the safety and other issues that might
arise in designing a safety-critical system by first going through
some general beneficial aspects of OO and then how it might
be used in designing SCS’s.
Studies [3] have shown that teams that use OO usually
consume less time in the maintenance phase of the software
system even though they usually generate a lot of code, objects,

and components. Furthermore, the generally known benefits of
using OO with UML are encapsulation, high cohesion, and low
coupling through modelling of the requirements and domain
properties of the application domain not to mention that it can
be implemented with almost any programming language and
technology [1] [2].
The less time is spent on fixing the code, the lesser the
expenses are. This is because UML (a general modelling
language used for OO without any specific standardization)
provides good analysis tools for comprehension and
communication of abstract ideas to the development team by
providing a complete picture to the development team and thus
relieves the ‘mental load’ on them but as stated previously in
the paper; the UML in itself does not have safety and security
checks and it was adopted as one of the Object-Oriented design
tools [2].
The writer of this paper; even though strongly tried to fight
against the urge to bring out his own opinions, agree with the
stated information.
Even though the number of components or files do increase
in the project; everything is divided and segmented in to
different logical and understandable components. ObjectOrientation basically provides:
1) Code reusability which means that for example the previous
project that the team was working on, might have usable
components and classes for the new and existing project. The
core of reusability of classes and components are the design
pattern/s used in them by giving characteristics like inheritance,
possibility for extension etc. which are separate topics in
themselves [1] [2] [3].
2) The whole principle of OO is based on “objects” or
“classes” by using the software terms. Objects are models of
real world. Objects can represent any type of real world
physical things and concept that might help us to understand,
what happens in our application. An object named Person might
encapsulate all information that a real person might have like
first name, last name, age, social security number etc. The
object might also resemble a physical object like a sensor,
engine etc. This will help to divide the objects into components
that have the same set of functionality. [30]
Another example could be the following where you might
have a car which is the software system itself. You have
different car engines and physical parts with controlled
software (not firmware). The software has been divided in to
different sets of components and components into classes. All
of this can be encapsulated in the OO diagram. The hull of the
engines or the car can be represented as different objects or
components. What is going on inside is like viewing a black
box for us. We do not know what functionality is and the
attributes this black box or boxes have.
3) Object-Orientation combined with the UML are universal
paradigms and methodologies that contain design patterns and
terminologies that are transferable independent of any
technologies and platforms like in the following list [3] [1]:
-

Classes
Instances
Nodes
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Inheritance
Actors
Operators / events
Operator overloading (method overloading)
Type safety
Encapsulation
Abstraction of real world objects
Aggregation
Association
Cohesion
Collaboration
Coupling
Modularity
Hierarchy
Attributes
Functions
Relationships (connections/interactions between the
designed objects)
Inheritance
Instances
Polymorphism (Toyota  Car  Vehicle (extends))
Dynamic binding
Constructors/destructors
Getters/setters and so on

So to recap objects or in other words classes; they are
reusable, extendible, and modular i.e. once an object have been
created; it can be instantiated in any part of the system. It
doesn’t need to be coded again in different parts and when you
need to extend an object; you can do so inside one class for
example if the Person class should contain the social security
number attribute and getter/setter methods, you can implement
the new attributes inside one object (available everywhere). If
there are other types of ‘Persons’ for example disabled people
with their own set of attributes for some reason. The changes
made in one place are available for every instantiated Person
object in the extended classes.
The designed and implemented OO software is much easier
to maintain since every class has encapsulated one business
aspect or property. For example a change in the some system
functionality; should not need a lot of code rework since all real
world “Objects” or concepts have their corresponding class. A
car, building, animal, passport, bill/facture, or anything else for
that matter; can be encapsulated inside classes and classes can
be encapsulated and segmented in different system components
and so on.
Furthermore, the reader should also note that even though
IEEE [7] has stated and defined what the maintenance of the
software is after the implementation phase; the same definition
also can be applied to the design phase with maintainability in
mind. The following definitions are valid in maintenance and
maintainability design and rework phase:
“Modification of a software product after delivery to correct
faults, to improve performance or other attributes, or to adapt
the product to a modified environment.”
And
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“The set of activities that takes place to ensure that software
installed for operational use continues to perform as intended
and fulfill its intended role in system operation. Software
maintenance includes improvements, aid to users, and related
activities.”
By taking the previous statement into consideration; now try
to imagine a linearly designed (or not designed) system
architecture with all the controlling (controllers), viewable parts
(views), objects (representation of business logic and real world
physical objects and concepts), and functionality related codes
are mashed and designed into only few classes (no logical and
clear separation of codes). If the design has to have formal
validation and the code is not coherent then the formal
validation will not produce any reliable results since all the
actors and system behavior cannot be predicted or even
calculated, since the amount of variables (not system variables
like integers, chars, and strings) will rise in the validation phase.
The difference between the linear or in other words procedural
types of programming styles with Object-Oriented is that the
non-object oriented ways to design and develop software
systems are called spaghetti code or in other words coding from
top to bottom. OO will provide us necessary information to
evaluate if the designed objects meet the requirements and
redesign different objects based on use cases [34].
Basically OO design is all about diving the system into
classes and objects to model the real world behavior where
functionality is based and coordinated between different classes
through instantiation and other techniques.
There is again the possibility to inject all the functions /
methods into one class where everything will be handled but
then all the benefits of OO design would disappear and it would
not be OO design anymore. Furthermore, as stated earlier, UML
can provide the benefit of (complement) designing OO
architecture without losing the benefits of OO but being able to
design the system in a way that is functionally safe by
implementing the functional requirements on different classes
where needed.
UML will also literally provide a whole picture of the whole
system design so the safety requirements can be allocated in
different classes and validated in a way that we have a thorough
understanding of the program process flow.
Below I have tried to draw a very plain UML class diagram
where the point is to showcase a controller class related to
specific Insulin Pump component and functionality designed by
using OO design. Although creating classes that instantiate
objects do not mean that the architecture conforms to OO
principles; the reader can assume that it uses OO guidelines:
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Figure 2: Insulin Pump component class diagram

In the above diagram the flow can be seen as relationships and
the design can help the architect to further develop more safer
segmented OO design for the different critical functionalities
for example bolus and basal calculations in their own sets of
classes where validation can be easy since the relationships in
itself will show the data flow between the classes.
There are of course other tools in the object-oriented UML
like flowcharts, fault trees, analysis state charts, object
constraint language that is a tool for UML, use case diagrams,
and so on where some should be created before another but
since the paper would become longer than a book, and I will
focus only on OO UML class diagrams. The reader can assume
that fault tree was used to find the most critical functionality
that needs further validation and verification and the reason is
that the logical gates in FTA will help us to write formal
validations more precisely because OO UML charts, diagrams,
and descriptions are not good enough for safety checking the
data value aspects.
So to summarize it all; it is hard to analyze function failure
in OO system because functionally decomposed systems are
easier to be analyzed since there is the possibility to pinpoint
the functional failure in a system.
IV. FORMAL METHODS
Formal methods is a technique used widely in different
domains where problem solving and validation is necessary i.e.
we want the correctness of the program to be verified by proofs
[24]. Fields where formal methods can be used range from
social, marine, business, engineering, to medical domains etc.
Formal methods [12] are a way to transfer ideas or informal
text, words and pictures into formal space where it is in a form
where it can be modeled and the technologies can be chosen,
applied and implemented for it since the stated informal
specifications are ambiguous and imprecise.
Formal methods are basically mathematics oriented
approaches for designing / implementing error free software
and hardware systems by using specifications, verification /
validation / proofing of hardware and software systems etc.
The expectation in the use of formal methods are reliability
and robustness of the Software. Sommerville [20] defined
formal methods as following:
“The term ‘formal methods’ is used to refer to any activities
that rely on mathematical representations of software including
formal system specification, specification analysis and proof,
transformational development, and program verification.”

The level of mathematics will vary but usually it is based on
logic and algebraic notation so it can be considered in every
case to have a sound basis in mathematics. Formal methods
provide a way to inspect the system functionality [24] where by
using OO, CBD, and UML you can mostly inspect the system
structure.
The approach was introduced in the 1930’s by a collection of
people from different fields to describe the problems in an
understandable way so that it can be solved. It is not a technical
specification of the implementation but a guideline for
validating, developing, and designing the software system. The
word formal means [13] a computer executable logical
solutions of a problem i.e. it can be machine checked. By using
formal methods you are basically doing a representation of your
problem, the calculation for fixing the problem and the
expected solution / output for the problem.
Formal method is a good tool and paradigm for checking the
functional and data value aspects of the developed software
system or in our case the Insulin Pump.
It will helps us to design and validate the different safetycritical functions that are calculating and modifying data /
values intensively where a small miscalculation could lead to a
loss of life. Since object-oriented UML tools hide the data
crunching aspects of the design; the formal methods basically
complement the OO paradigm.
FM also provides a good foundation for verifying large and
complex systems. The paradigm provides a logical and
grounded reasoning of the system functionalities and provides
a solid foundation to the system development.
For example, take into consideration the failure in the insulin
delivery with the pump infusing too high dose of insulin due to
overflow or air pressure in lines. Without having a good set of
pre-designed validations and verifications, the implemented
solution might miss this probable risk. FM provides a good set
of tools for fault checking the dose calculation algorithm and
validation of the requirements for the dose delivery [31].
So to summarize formal methods, the benefits of using
formal methods are validated system functionalities, reusable
specification for the systems whole life cycle (constant testing
and validation available) and drawbacks are the scarce
population of mathematicians who have some understanding in
CS and that the method would consume too much money,
resources and time if it would be implemented on a whole
software systems for example below is a small FM example
[20] from Sommerville’s book called “Software Engineering”.
The validation is for an Insulin Pump where the device is in a
run state with a certain run conditions (case):
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V. SCRUM METHODOLOGY

Figure 3: Insulin Pump Schema

In the above example Sommerville has specified a schema for
an Insulin Pump through using formal methods.

As a part of this paper I will see whether or not; the agile
development methodologies are suitable in the design and
implementation of the SCS’s. Scrum is a software development
framework [30], mainly used for complex systems (although
not limited to) these days. Scrum is a methodology where a
group of people or in our case the developing team can address
the scope and problem of the project by segmenting it to
productive chunks of manageable components and tasks.
The roots of the framework [26] stem from the 1990’s when
there was a need for a lightweight, fast, understandable, and
manageable project coordination.
Scrum framework has Scrum teams, role based task
assignment, events, artifacts, rules, and more [26].
The difference between an agile (Scrum) software
development methodology and a waterfall model or V-Model
types of methodologies are the following:
1) Before agile, the development happened by first gathering
all the requirements of the customers, analyzing the problem,
and designing the whole software system from top to bottom
before implementing anything.
2) Process flow in a waterfall or similar type of methodology
was to first gather all the software requirements, plan, design,
test, implement, and then deploy the software.
The benefits of using Scrum are various. Few points are listed
below [27]:

Figure 4: Insulin Pump Schema in a run state

In the above example Sommerville has specified a run state
with a condition for the Insulin Pump. Notice that the
mathematician or the person who is doing the validation can
and will create many case / run conditions to validate all the
safety critical functionalities and process flows.
By using formal methods, we can validate whatever we want
to be validated for example by using the Z notation, we are able
to create a validation for the state chart (UML tool) if it is well
formed or validate a system functionality from scratch and
apply them to the UML diagrams and charts so that the process
is an iterative and constant modification of different parts of the
design.
After everything has been validated and the designs are
checked. The software requirements specification is basically
complete at this phase whether there existed an SRS document
before the design or it was compiled during the design and
validation phase. The next step is to implement and develop the
software system by using the SRS, designed architecture, and
this is usually the projects start point.

1) It allows the gathering of requirements specification to
happen before or concurrently in iterative stages. This allows
more organic work culture where the customer can take more
part in the development of the application whether to give more
details regarding a specific requirement or to change the
software characteristics. This way, all of the customer business
needs are met and the software lifecycle is much longer since a
typical software project can take more than 6 to 9 months where
the business requirements most certainly change.
2) The customers can have more understanding of the system
being developed by having scheduled and continuous meetings
with the developing team. This way, no errors can creep into
the system and the changes after the implementation will not be
costly for both the customer and the developing company.
3) The iterative development minimizes risks since the regular
demonstration and meetings with the customers will help and
change the done work/tasks if they are not accepted. The
developing team will get the feedback and if the deployed work
does not meet the customer requirements, then there will be
additional requirements gathering for rejected task /
functionality.
The reasons for considering the usage (or not) of SCRUM
methodology in the design and development of a safety critical
system are the following.
Today’s development environments are hectic. The pressure
to produce high quality software in minimum amounts of time
with lower costs have become the main goals in the software
lifecycle management. Thus an ever-growing number of
software development teams and companies are turning to
SCRUM and agile methodologies in most if not all of their
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projects as a consequence of pressure to survive in the highly
competitive market despite the risks that SCRUM methodology
brings.
The drawbacks thus are the risks of going against the safetycritical software requirements assurance compliances. SCS
have a very strict regulations, standards, and guidelines
imposed on them and not every characteristic of SCRUM
methodology follows these rules [35]. Furthermore, studies
have shown that changes in the requirements can result in
mistakes in the product/scrum Backlog and User Stories which
could have had a detrimental impact on the end product. So we
can conclude that SCRUM and agile methodologies in general
are not suitable for safety-critical system development and
design and the used method of designing and implementing the
insulin pump or any other SCS is the plan driven or waterfall
model type of software life cycle development.
VI. RESULTS
Using object-oriented approach to design the system
architecture, will help us to segment the software into system
components based on the system behavior and further divide
the components into sets of classes with same kind of
functionality where every class or object is imitating a real
world property / object.
Object-orientation will allow us to use UML where the level
of abstraction will be concise, complete, unambiguous,
maintainable, comprehensible and cost-effective.
UML gives the designer and the programmer who
implements the system, a good conceptual model. A good case
example would be the underground subway system map [17]
as shown below:

Picture 1: London tube map
Diagrams are basically tools to only show us the connections.
Engineers and designers could hypothetically on a very
shallow basis, conclude the most dangerous points in the
underground tube / metro system and further investigate and
analyze the safety requirements.
Object-orientation also allows us to further focus on
validation of safety-critical functionalities or functions.
By having a clear understanding of class relationships and
different functions, we can easily apply formal methods on any
function that needs validation.
Formal methods are the final step of the design phase
before any kind of implementation. This is the most critical
phase of the design since it will mathematically go through the
system safety-critical functionality by proofing. The proofing
will ensure that before implementing something; we are

absolutely sure that the wanted safety requirement will behave
as we want it to. This way, no logical error will be able to
creep into our system [16]. FM is basically the final frontier
before starting the real work.
Project planning

Software
Requirements
Specification

Analysis and
refinement of
SRS

Component
design and
modeling

Design

Object-oriented
design and
modeling

Implementation

Formal methods

Testing

Release

Maintenance

Figure 5: Plain and simple software life cycle
To implement the designed system, the first thing that comes in
mind is that the requirements gathering and the design phase
happened by using the waterfall methodology. This is true
since a safety-critical system will need an engineer’s
approach but this does not rule out that the SRS and design
can be thoroughly gathered and done before the
implementation phase which is using the Scrum methodology.
What the previous sentence meant was that the SRS and
design can be complete and redefined while the project is
being implemented. This takes more time but it is the most
logical approach since safety-critical system development
needs at least some kind of detailed overview so that the
iteration development phases can be carefully designed by
analyzing and prioritizing the system components.
Scrum methodology will bring the promised benefits listed
in the Agile Manifesto like interaction, working software that
meets the requirements, comprehensive customer
collaboration, and the possibility for responding to any
change in the plans. Just because we are using Scrum, does
not mean that we cannot have a completely gathered software
requirements specification, validated it, and designed the
software architecture with the formal methods approach [38]
but it is still highly recommended to not use this following
methodology and to use plan driven or waterfall model
instead.
So the conclusion is that by using Component Based
Development for designing the hardware and software level
combined with Object-Oriented (with UML) paradigm and
Formal Methods in the design phase of an safety-critical
system, will bring all the benefits of each paradigm needed for
SCS without having any shortcomings of any kind since all of
listed tools and techniques complement each other and fill
some particular need for designing an insulin pump device.
Furthermore, the suggested development methodology for the
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software is either plan driven or sequential waterfall model
since it would fit more appropriately for these types of design
methodologies and tools.
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